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1. Introduction
A cross-chain utility token on a multi-chain product ecosystem
Hypersonic Finance and the products, $Hypersonic, HypeBridge and Hypersonic Migrator are a
part of the Supersonic Finance Ecosystem - A suite of products and services built to enable ease
of entry for new crypto enthusiast whilst maintaining a feature rich user interface for long term
crypto developers.
Disclaimer: The use, misuse and participation in this blockchain experiment is in the participant's
discretion. Hypersonic Finance or it's creators are not liable for any loss due to an error or market
condition.

2. Boomics
Tokenomics
Hypersonic Token structure
Token Features
Total Supply: 1,000,000 HYPERSONIC
Automatic Liquidity Supply
A project without automated liquidity supply is liable to die young. This is the reason some
percentage of every transaction is dedicated to sending tokens BNBs and HyperSonic into the
Liquidity Pool.
A constant flow of liquidity back into the pool helps to keep the price impact healthy and provide
support for active trading of the token.
On every transaction, the contract sends 1% of the transaction amount to the liquidity pool in BNB
- Hypersonic pair.

Auto Transactional Burn
Hypersonic Finance is perhaps the first token to implement this feature at this rate. if we burn on
every transaction, then we would be able to diminish the total token supply significantly in a short
period of time, hence increasing the value of a token.
For every transaction (buy/sell), there is a 1% burn fee sent to the burn address.
If there are 1000 transactions (buy / sell / transfer) in the contract, then there would be 1000
transactions sending to the burn address, that is one for each.
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SSN Rewards: Supersonic Finance token is to Supersonic ecosystem what BNB is to the Binance
Smart Chain. All products by Supersonic Finance would require SSN token to validate and sign
transactions where necessary.
Rewards for holding Hypersonic are given in SSN tokens. The standard fee for reward is 3%.
Hence, the transaction fees are converted to SSN and returned to the reward pool where tokens
are distributed to holders in the percentage of their total holdings.
Tokens are rewarded every 6 hours. The contract sends tokens to the dividend pool for the
rewards of active holders.

Special Functions
Anti Snipe function (limit to 5k usd equivalent)
First 24 hours buying without tax
First 24 hours max per wallet (5,000 tokens)
First 24 hours buy tax-free
Fee structure
Buy Fee

Sell Fee

Transfer Fee

5%

5%

5%

Token Metrics
An analysis of our tokenomics, detailing how our tokens are distributed with growth projections.
Allocation Type

%

Token

Unlocked at TGE

Vesting

Seed

15

150,000

45,000

105,000

Marketing

5

50,000

10,000

40,000

Team

10

100,000

20,000

80,000

Initial ERC-20 Token

10

100,000

70,000

30,000

IEO

10

100,000

100,000

-

DEX Liquidity & MM

10

100,000

-

-

Initial ERC-20 Tokens

10

100,000

-

-

Staking Pool

10

100,000

-

-
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Allocation Type

%

Token

Unlocked at TGE

IDO

5

50,000

50,000

-

Private Sale

25

250,000

250,000

-

Total

100

1,000,000

545,000

255,000

3. Hypersonic innovation
3.1 BSC - ETH Bridge
The Hypersonic Token Bridge creates an opportunity to move your tokens from ERC-20 (ETH
Network) to BEP-20 (Binance Smart Chain) or vice versa thereby increasing the scope of coverage and suppressing the supply on a single chain.
The bridge works by burning your tokens in the source chain and minting the same value in the
destination chain. We provided a liquidity pool on the Ethereum network to provide arbitrage
opportunities to the investors based on price difference in both networks.

3.2 Hypersonic - Supersonic Pair
Since you get rewarded in Supersonic tokens, you may like to either sell your Supersonic for
Hypersonic or vice versa. This is in place so you don’t have to convert your tokens to BNBs before
you buy whichever you want. It works just like any token XYZ/BNB pair on an exchange.

3.3 Token Migrator
First Hypersonic contract deployed had a technical error which faulted most of our launch
features and prompted a fix for a fresh launch. We are doing so via a new contract developed and
to be audited by top blockchain consultancy agencies.
The Hypersonic Migrator works by collecting the old Hypersonic tokens (I.E, tokens held during
first launch attempt) and returning a token quantity equivalent in the Hypersonic V2 tokens (I.E
tokens in circulation for the fresh launch). The Migrator is a smart bridge between the Hypersonic
old tokens and the new tokens.
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How to use
1. Go to Migrator https://migrator.hypersonic.finance/

2. Click on the Connect Wallet button to connect to the migrator.
3. Once connected, you need to approve the migrator to collect the old tokens from your wallet
and return the new Hypersonic tokens using Approve button.
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4. Once approved, you would be able to see a switch your old tokens to new Hypersonic tokens
using the transfer button.

5. Once transfer is completed, it would show a successful message and you can see your tokens
by adding the new address
https://bscscan.com/token/0x804733eeeEA1acdf10e886Cf1921a7c6B1dA97a7

3.4 Ecosystem Products
1. SaleX Launchpad
Hundreds of token projects launch each day on the blockchain (Ethereum, BSC, Polygon etc.).
Supersonic aims to provide these projects an opportunity to raise funds through pre-sale to kickstart trading on an exchange.
We do this by providing a user experience and ease of utility first launchpad with a suite of cost
cutting and profit generating features and resources for project owners.
Our flagship and ecosystem lead product, SaleX, is a decentralised community based multichain
project launchpad developed to encourage nascent crypto enthusiasts and provide an opportunity to help see their project ideas be actualized in literal MINUTES.

2. SwapX Exchange
Multi-chain and cross chain products are important as people tend to scale towards products that
offer this freedom of moving thier assets over multiple blockchain networks. The SwapX
Exchange is scheduled to be released after the SaleX launchpad. It is a multi-chain decentralized
exchange built on ethereum, Binance smart chain, and Polygon network.
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3. XChart Token Tracker
A multi-chain token tracking platform built on the Binance Smart Chain, Ethereum and Polygon
network allowing smooth, easy and understandable view of the chart. This would be released
after the completion of the SwapX Exchange.

4. NFTx Marketplace
NFTx is a decentralized marketplace built on the blockchain for the sales of digital collectibles.
NFTx will add value to the SSN token as it will be used for transactions on the marketplace. Users
will be able to buy and sell NFTs ranging from arts, music, to any other item that can be digitized
and acceptable on the platform

3.5 Staking
Keep away your Hypersonic Tokens and earn more.
We have dedicated a tangible percentage of the total supply to the staking pool. Like a fixed deposit account, you
can stake your Hypersonic tokens and make returns on your investment over a period of time decided by you.
What’s more, with our referral program, you earn a commission for every user you refer to our staking program.
Alongside a number of industry leading and user focused features, the staking pool is available in the SaleX
Launchpad.

4. Project Map
How are we getting to Mars? The moon is our sky and that ain’t the limit.

Pre - Launch
Anti Snipe function (limit to 5k usd equivalent)
First 24 hours buying without tax
First 24 hours max per wallet (5,000 tokens)
First 24 hours buy tax-free

Phase 1
SaleX Beta Release
Migrator Release
ETH Bridge Release
SSN - HyperSonic Trading Pair
Coinmarketcap Listing
CoinGecko Listing
Influencer Marketing
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Phase 2
SaleX Full Launch
50,000 Holders
Cont'd Influencer Marketing
Gate.io Listing

Phase 3
Listing on SwapX
100,000 Holders

Phase 4
150,000 Holders
Wallet Tracker
Added Influencer Engagement

2.1 Disclaimer
Crypto 'investment' is not an investment

The use, misuse and participation in this blockchain experiment is in the participant's discretion.
Hypersonic Finance or it's creators are not liable for any loss due to an error or market condition.
Allocating your resources to cryptocurrency projects is considered a high risk activity. You are
advised to minimize your 'investment' as the market is volatile and unpredictable
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